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OPEN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS WITHOUT EXCLUSION: ENCOMPASSING DOMESTIC POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS, INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC GOODS, AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION



William Phelan Department of Political Science Trinity College Dublin [email protected]



ABSTRACT Theoretical solutions to international public goods problems in international relations, such as the provision of open international markets, rely on the practice of interstate exclusion against noncontributors, based on two simple models, hegemonic stability and specific reciprocity. Specific reciprocity in particular has been widely used to develop both explanations for reliable international organization and its associated limits. However, in many cases international public goods problems are the result only of domestic political incentives provided to states by powerful small groups seeking inefficient redistributions of income while imposing costs on wider society. Therefore states whose domestic political institutions are encompassing – inclusive of large numbers of diverse interests and centralized to provide coordination across issue-areas – have incentives to accept costs on particular constituents in order to support the provision of public goods for their constituents as a whole. States with encompassing domestic political institutions can therefore support the reliable organization of open international markets without the practice of interstate exclusion, and are not associated with the limits on reliable forms of international organization derived from specific reciprocity.



The Problem of International Public Goods When states commit to a set of international rules in relation to policies which reduce the cost of cross-border transactions, goods, services, people, and capital move across borders with only limited obstruction by diverse national rules, producing significant joint welfare gains.1 However, states represent territorially bounded constituencies with diverse organized interests, and given the anarchy of international relations, collective action problems of free-riding and ex post opportunism associated with states’ frequently (at best) selective compliance with prior commitments tend to restrict the provision of open international markets to suboptimal levels (e.g. Broz 1997). States may attempt to organize the international market to prevent such opportunism, but, given egoism and rationality, each state has incentives to avoid accepting costs to support the organization of the international market. This is the application to international relations of the finding that public goods are sub-optimally provided by the voluntary action of rational, egoist individuals (Olson 1965). Theoretical approaches to the provision of international public goods offer two well-developed solutions to the problem of organizing open international markets between rational egoist states in anarchy, both based on the practice of exclusionary practices between states. The first is hegemonic stability, modeled on the collective action theory concept of the ‘privileged group’ (Olson 1965: 50; Olson and Zeckhauser 1966; Kindleberger 1973; Keohane 1980). The second is specific reciprocity, based on the ‘Prisoners’ Dilemma’ model of repeated interaction between egoists with incentives to defect (Axelrod 1984; Keohane 1984). The specific reciprocity model both underlies many recent contributions in cooperation in international politics and at the same time is used to derive powerful limits to international cooperation, such as the disruption to international markets caused by tit-for-tat sanctioning to support regime obligations and the limited cooperation possible between large groups of states. This paper contributes to international relations theory by providing a third explanation,
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equally based on collective action theory, for the provision of open international markets. While existing explanations for the provision of open international markets rely on the practice of interstate exclusion of free-riders from trading opportunities, interstate exclusion may not be necessary to maintain an open international market where states possess forms of domestic political organization which permit them to reliably accept costs on particular constituents in return for public goods for their constituents as a whole. In collective action theory, the concept of the ‘encompassing group’, inclusive of large numbers of diverse interests and authoritatively centralized to provide coordination across issue-areas, provides an explanation of such behavior. Such a state would, entirely for rational and selfinterested reasons, have incentives to make unilateral contributions to international public goods, even in the absence of any reciprocation and even if organized domestic interests face adjustment costs. Even under restrictive assumptions and conditions, without a hegemon (or any ‘beneficial’ size inequalities among the participating units) or any tit-for-tat sanctioning, a reliable open international market can therefore be maintained between states with encompassing domestic political institutions. International organization between states with encompassing domestic political institutions should not be affected by the limits on international organization associated with the specific reciprocity model of international cooperation. Indeed, theory suggests that cooperation under anarchy between states with encompassing domestic political institutions would be capable of producing conditions for international exchange so reliable that they would approximate those between jurisdictions within a federal state. As well as being of primary interest to scholars of international relations, this approach to international organization may also interest scholars of international law, because it can potentially provide an explanation for a much-discussed concept in international legal theory – the ‘self-contained regime’ – where states would accept international obligations but where the application of international law’s normal mechanisms at the disposal of an injured party – countermeasures in one form or another – are excluded (Simma 1985). Cooperation between states with encompassing domestic political institutions offers a collective action-based theory for just such an international regime.
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This paper proceeds as follows. The first section demonstrates that many international collective action problems derive from the political incentives given to state behavior by small organized groups. The second section discusses current solutions to international collective action problems of open international markets, hegemonic stability and specific reciprocity, and the limits associated with these solutions. The third section sets out an alternative solution to the international collective action of open international markets based on encompassing domestic political institutions. The fourth section discusses implications for international organization of states with encompassing domestic political institutions, and demonstrates how many limits on international cooperation derived from the specific reciprocity model no longer apply. The final section concludes. International Public Goods, Excludable Goods, and Narrow Economic Interests In international relations, many much debated outcomes can be characterized as international public goods, which can be consumed by states without contributing to their production. International public goods include collective security, the organization of open international markets, and the international environment. In all these cases, rational, egoist states have incentives not to contribute to the production of international public goods, which tend therefore to be underprovided. There are many different varieties of international public goods, and the incentive structures associated with different public goods may vary. While the concepts developed here may be useful in relation to other international regime types, this paper will focus on the organization of open international markets. Although much discussion of the politics of open international markets takes place using the vocabulary of collective action problems, open international markets do not themselves constitute a public good. Public goods are defined as non-rival and non-excludable goods, but in the case of open international markets exclusion is possible, by restricting trading opportunities. However the organization of interstate exclusion to support an open international market is itself a public good prone to collective action problems: states must organize and bear the costs of exclusion (Conybeare 1984; Gowa 1989). Exclusion is necessary because of the internal incentives that narrow economic interests
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provide state decision-makers. According to Ricardian theories of comparative advantage, unilateral free trade is the policy which allows states to maximize their aggregate consumption. On that basis, international markets would not need to be organized by interstate exclusion. However, trade openness has distributional implications, where firms and sectors facing import competition face a stream of adjustment costs associated with the changes in relative prices. There are two reasons why these narrow interests are likely to resist market openness successfully. First, narrow interests tend to be politically powerful compared to diffuse interests such as consumers or taxpayers (Bastiat 1965 [18451848]; Schattschneider 1935; Olson 1965). Second, narrow interests have incentives to pursue income transfers regardless of externalities imposed on society as a whole (Olson 1982: 44). Small groups pay 100% of costs accepted to provide public goods, while reaping only tiny benefits, while they gain 100% of gains from inefficient rent-seeking while suffering only a tiny proportion of overall efficiency losses. Since political decision-makers across countries face similar incentives from narrow economic interests, international markets are frequently limited and fragile. Thus it is internal political economy incentives that make the organization of open international markets an international public goods problem. In Keohane’s well-known discussion of trade politics as a ‘Prisoners’ Dilemma’, for example, state incentives to free-ride are driven by incentives from organized industry-specific groups, rather than aggregate welfare considerations (Keohane 1984: 103, also 211). As such, existing solutions to international public goods problems are frequently not solutions to problems between states as such, but rather the problems created by states with politically powerful narrow economic interests. Current Solutions to Collective Action Problems of Open International Markets While international treaties by themselves are insufficient to explain the provision of international public goods because of states’ ability to act selectively and unilaterally contrary to treaty commitments (Carr 1940; Weiler 1985), the current literature on collective action and international relations does provide two generalisable causal mechanisms for the provision and maintenance of international public goods.
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The first is hegemonic stability, modeled on the collective action theory concept of the ‘privileged group’, where a dominant power with sufficient self-interest in open international markets due to its dominant size unilaterally provides the international public good or creates and stands behind international rules which coordinate state behavior – to organize interstate exclusion as necessary – so as to produce the international public good (Olson 1965: 50; Olson and Zeckhauser 1966; Kindleberger 1973; Keohane 1980).2 The second widely accepted solution to the provision of the international public good of organised open international markets is tit-for-tat specific reciprocity, developed from an interpretation of the GATT international trade regime in combination with the ‘Prisoners’ Dilemma’ model of interaction between rational, egoist individuals, where cooperative outcomes can be assured through tit-for-tat strategies, a low discount rate, monitoring, and repeat play (Axelrod 1984; Keohane 1984: e.g. 77-78 on interstate exclusion; on the influence of the GATT, see Keohane 2005). In this approach, international public goods can be provided where information on prior state behavior, perhaps provided by formal international organizations (whose influence in rationalist approaches to IR in costly issueareas is very much derived from this model3), facilitates the imposition of decentralized welfare
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It has been pointed out by Snidal and others, building on prior work by Schelling, that the



‘privileged group’ could benefit from the provision of public goods by not only by one unilateral provider but by two or more actors (the so-called k-group) who similarly sufficiently profit from the provision of the public good even if they alone absorb the costs (Schelling 1978; Snidal 1985). Gowa notes that the k-group, unlike a single hegemon, would suffer from coordination problems of their own (Gowa 1989). 3



As Dai writes: “Since the mid-1980s work on international institutions has been largely



influenced by one simple model: the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD)” (Dai 2002: 405). Of course the ‘neo-liberal institutionalist’ (or just ‘institutionalist’) approach to international organization covers a variety of models of state interaction other than the Prisoners’ Dilemma, including in particular
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sanctions – exclusion in one form or another – in response to free-riding or ex post defection from regime obligations. Under these circumstances, even rational, egoist states can sustain co-operative equilibria in the absence of a hegemon’s incentives derived from unequal size, so that a cooperative outcome like the GATT can be derived from assumptions from which realist scholars had expected international conflict. The costs created by unilateral ‘defection’ arise from a variety of forms of exclusion. Defecting states may suffer reputation costs which may reduce the willingness of other states to enter into subsequent agreements in the future, and other states may also retaliate by changing existing policies. Within the WTO regime, most prominently, free-riding on the commitments to open international markets is punished by trade sanctions by other WTO member states4. The benefits derived from contingent reciprocity may encourage powerful domestic interests to mobilize to support open markets (Gilligan 1997). Specific reciprocity creates direct incentives to avoid free-riding, unlike diffuse reciprocity where provision of benefits is not made contingent on the particular behaviors of other states. Diffuse reciprocity is not usually effective at preventing defection in trade politics when narrow economic



‘coordination games’ with no incentive for defection. However, the Prisoners’ Dilemma model is thought to be particularly appropriate to trade politics and ‘hard’ cases of international cooperation which impose costs on important domestic interests (e.g. Stein 1982; Martin 1992; Guzman 2008). 4



In the words of Article 22.4 of the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Understanding: “The level of



suspension of concessions or other obligations [=retaliatory trade sanctions] authorised by the DSB [Dispute Settlement Body] shall be equivalent to the level of the nullification or impairment [=the level of



violation



of



WTO



obligations]”.



The



WTO’s



DSU



is



available



at



http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/28-dsu.pdf. Note that in practice, the WTO specific reciprocity trading system works only on an approximate relationship between trading opportunities foregone through ‘defection’ and WTO-authorized ‘exclusion-to-punish-defection’ (Spamann 2006).
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interests provide incentives to defect, because it sacrifices the possibility of ex post exclusion – most commonly, ‘trade sanctions’ – to punish free-riding (Martin 1992: 771-772). Indeed both ex ante and ex post specific reciprocity mechanisms are common to many international trade regimes, including the WTO and NAFTA, and at least in principle in any treaty regime which permits the suspension of equivalent concessions in retaliation for unilateral protectionism (see e.g. the ex post trade sanctions discussed in Pauwelyn 2006). Tit-for-tat specific reciprocity provides an explanation for the organization of open international markets even in the absence of unilateral incentives drawn from size inequalities. However, this explanation possesses its own noted limitations of scope, all derived from the Prisoners’ Dilemma model on which this explanation of international organization is based. Several are particularly worth noting. First, cooperation cannot be expected between a large number of equally small actors (Keohane 1984: 38, 77, 258; referring to Olson 1965: 33). This is related to the increased difficulties in explaining reliable cooperation as one moves from a 2-person Prisoners’ Dilemma to a large-group interaction where individual contributions to a collective good are negligible and repeated interaction cannot modify the results (e.g. Buchanan 1965: 8). Second, since trade openness in this model is driven by retaliatory exclusion, trade exchange is necessarily restrained by the quantum of interstate retaliation available. Thus deeper international trade cooperation depends in turn on the availability of ever more extreme interstate sanctions, including punishments of such severity and duration that states may lack incentives to apply them (e.g. Downs and Rocke 1995; Downs et al. 1996). Third, a related point, international organization based on specific reciprocity does not entirely escape limits on cooperation driven by the unequal size of states. The limited ability of small or poor states to effectively use international dispute settlement mechanisms based on withdrawal of reciprocal trade concessions – to use ex post exclusion mechanisms to enforce obligations – is frequently noted (e.g. Lawrence 2003: 7; Palmeter 2000-2001: 472-474). Another prominent limitation of tit-for-tat specific reciprocity is that the operation of WTOstyle ex post retaliatory exclusion mechanisms disrupts the open international market it serves to
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maintain, imposing costs on many individuals, both on firms whose trading opportunities are in fact curtailed, and on wider market actors whose economic activities were put at risk (e.g. Lawrence 2003: 1-4; Charnovitz 2001: 810-811). Despite these costs, states continue to have domestic incentives, derived from narrow economic interests with no incentives to internalize the benefits of the broader public goods of a reliable international market, to accept exclusion from trading opportunities in order to ‘pay for’ selective unilateral protectionism.5 To be sure, where international trade treaties are made through unanimous agreement, states have incentives to agree reciprocal terms compatible with the balance of internal political influences. But, even granted unanimous agreement ex ante, as economic and political circumstances change, narrow economic groups facing adjustment costs may have the political power to successfully demand selective unilateral protectionist rule-making, thus triggering the exclusionary mechanisms of their trading partners. International trade agreements made on a specific reciprocity basis are therefore characterized by a stream of restrictions of trade opportunities, both protectionist and retaliatory, and analysts proposing changes to the rules of international trade regimes to avoid the practice of tit-for-tat ex post exclusion encounter considerable difficulties (e.g. Lawrence 2003). Because of these and other limits on specific reciprocity regimes between egoists, international cooperation in costly issue-areas is sometimes expected to be easier to construct where
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An example: Richard Morningstar, former ambassador of the United States to the European



Union (1999-2001), described one such example in a WTO dispute, involving litigation under the WTO dispute settlement arrangements, between the US and EU concerning an EU ban on the sale of hormone-treated beef which US firms wished to export to the EU: “The US won the case. The EU basically said, ‘Well, we can’t comply’. … The US was awarded $120m in sanctions. And what the EU do? They said, ‘Well, okay, we’ll live with the sanctions,’ because they make the political decision that they couldn’t take the risk, the political risk, of complying with the decision.” Ambassador Morningstar was speaking at Harvard University’s International Relations Week, 16 April 2004 (See Devereaux et al. 2006: 31-96 for an account of the beef hormone trade dispute).
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states behavior is influenced by altruism or bounded rationality (Keohane 1984: 110 ff.). Open International Markets without Exclusion: Encompassing Domestic Political Institutions It is impossible to overstate the influence of the above two rationalist mechanisms for international cooperation and the provision of international public goods. On the one hand, there is a large literature directly discussing the theoretical advantages and limits of these approaches, sometimes at a very high level of sophistication. On the other hand, and even more importantly, scholarly output on a wide variety of particular questions and topics in contemporary international political research employs and tests causal mechanisms derived one way or another from the Olson-ZeckhauserKindleberger-Keohane hegemonic stability/‘privileged group’ concept or from the Axelrod-Keohane tit-for-tat specific reciprocity/‘Prisoners’ Dilemma’ model, including many recent distinguished contributions to IR scholarship (e.g. Dai 2005; MacGillivray and Smith 2006; Stone et al. 2008; Kucik and Reinhardt 2008; Rector 2009; Johns and Rosendorff 2009; Rickard Forthcoming). Indeed it is relatively rare to find a rationalist paper on costly cooperation in international relations which is not significantly derived, in terms of the fundamental causal mechanisms, from one or other, or both, of these approaches. Further, because experiments are difficult to perform in international political research, these mechanisms for cooperation also have a considerable influence on scholarly interpretation of state behavior. The dominance of these two approaches is also apparent in theoretical treatments of collective action theory outside international relations (e.g. Sandler 1992). These explanations, primarily based on interstate exclusion, have attracted scholarly support for at least three related reasons. First, they constitute positivist and rationalist explanations. Second, they benefit from ‘intellectual arbitrage’ with wider collective action and public goods theories, and thus find support and stimulation from the wider social sciences and from examples of social organization outside international relations (Lake 1993). Third, they are explanations for important phenomena in international relations, such as the relative openness of the global economy and a variety of prominent international regimes. While these mechanisms can explain solutions to collective action problems in a wide variety
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of scenarios, there remain important scenarios that neither of these mechanisms are equipped to explain, including reliable open international markets between a large number of states of equal size, deep cooperation in costly issue-areas which is not driven by the availability of extreme interstate sanctions, costly cooperation on an equal basis between large and small states, and costly cooperation falling on a diversity of narrow interests which does not require the operation of market-disrupting ex post tit-for-tat sanctioning. This paper puts forward an alternative collective action theory-based explanation for reliable open international markets without relaxing the assumptions or constraints adopted by collective action theory approaches to the politics of open international markets: rational, egoist states, co-existing in international anarchy, whose constituents include a range of rational, egoist interest groups, facing a stream of costly adjustments from changes in relative prices, without any independent causal significance attributed to formal international organizations or dispute resolution mechanisms beyond the provision of information about state behavior. A common feature of the current pair of explanations is that their solution to the possibility of states free-riding on open international markets is indirect. Each assumes that the demand for protectionism through unilateral national rule-making will be at least intermittently successful within states, or, put another way, states will intermittently sacrifice domestic public goods such as economic efficiency or state reputation in order to provide private gains to narrow economic interests. Given this situation, open markets are therefore maintained by the behavior of other states, particularly through the incentives associated with the active practice of excluding free-riders from the benefits of international markets. In these arrangements, participating states (other than a hegemon unilaterally providing open-markets regardless of others’ protectionism in the manner of the United Kingdom pre1914) do not reliably internalize the value of open international markets. However, it is also possible to provide an explanation for the provision of open international markets which relies instead on the direct restraint of adversely affected narrow economic interests by the decision-makers within their own states. Such an approach would emphasize characteristics of the
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internal political organization of the states in question. Organizations vary to the degree in which they are responsive to demands for constituent groups (such as narrow economic interests) to shift costs onto other groups and wider civil society. A key variable in understanding incentives for the pursuit of redistributive cost-shifting, as opposed to the pursuit of collective goods such as economic efficiency, is constituency size. Narrow interest groups have incentives to pursue inefficient redistribution regardless of the costs imposed on others and similarly little or no incentive to make costly sacrifices for the public goods or the interest of the society as a whole, such as overall efficiency (Olson 1982: 42-44). This, of course, is why importcompeting groups are willing to accept damage to the operation of open international markets in order to achieve their policy preferences. States have domestic incentives, particularly derived from narrow economic interests, to accept exclusion from trading opportunities in order to ‘pay for’ selective unilateral protectionism. This shows the limitations of the practice of interstate exclusion to influence trading behavior where state behavior is influenced by well-organized small groups. The issue-specific small group has no incentive to internalize the costs on other economic groups, whether the costs are incurred through the withdrawal of existing trading opportunities or through reputation costs inhibiting future reciprocal deals. Where narrow economic interests are politically powerful and opposed to free trade as it affects their constituents, state policy will not be affected by trade sanctions or reputation costs. The common application of Prisoners’ Dilemma models to the politics of interstate trade is therefore accurate only in certain circumstances. The Prisoners’ Dilemma model correctly captures incentives for protection and the possibilities of political deals for mutual reduction in tariff barriers. In so doing, it represents the politics of trade within the trading states at what might be called a ‘common sense’ level of aggregation, where making export opportunities contingent on import-openness is sufficient to ensure mutual tariff reduction. But the decision-making within states varies in its degree of aggregation of winners and losers from trade policy according to its political system. It is not the issuearea of international cooperation – trade and its adjustment costs – which makes trade politics a
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Prisoners’ Dilemma, but the relative privileging of various interests in authoritative national decisionmaking arrangements. The variation in trade politics which can result from variation in domestic political systems is not theoretically limited to being slightly more or slightly less cooperative within a Prisoners’ Dilemma model. States’ preferences could equally well reject any lowering of trade barriers on particular interests even if contingent export opportunities were lost, or, even in the presence of adjustment costs, support unilateral trade openness regardless of export opportunities. In the latter case – this is the central point – such a state would, entirely for rational and self-interested reasons, be making unilateral contributions to international public goods, even in the absence of any reciprocation, by accepting political costs which reduce the need to organize an open international market. For the individual in a Prisoners’ Dilemma, a cooperative solution can be achieved through titfor-tat strategies, a low discount rate, monitoring, and repeat play, and that is the solution that AxelrodKeohane approaches to international politics adopt to explain both international cooperation and its associated limits. For states placed in such a scenario through domestic political incentives derived from narrowly-based interest groups, however, an alternative would be changing the domestic political incentives that give rise to such interstate behavior. This is of course not a new solution to the Prisoners’ Dilemma itself, but a solution to Prisoners’ Dilemma-type behavior of states where this is derived from the political influence of powerful narrow domestic interests. This possibility has perhaps been obscured by direct comparisons of the Prisoners’ Dilemma situations between individuals, on the one hand, where of course such a solution is not available, and between states, with their large and varied constituencies, on the other (for examples, see Keohane 1984: 94 (footnote), 106; Downs and Jones 2002: S95; similarly, Keohane 2002: S313, footnote 16). The tit-for-tat exclusion-based ex post compliance mechanisms in trading regimes such as the WTO accommodate the common situation that small groups are politically powerful in many states and will demand defection from specific reciprocity trade regimes when these impose severe adjustment costs, regardless of the costs imposed on other parts of civil society. Not all organized groups, however, face the same incentives. Groups representing large constituencies – ‘encompassing groups’
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– receive a substantial share of the gains from collective benefits such as overall economic growth, and suffer a substantial share of the costs of policies that contribute to overall inefficiencies (Olson 1982: 48). Encompassing groups are both inclusive of a wide range of diverse constituents and possess authoritative control over policy in relation to particular constituents (On the relationship of encompassing group incentives and diversity of group membership, see Jankowski 1988). Cohesive large constituency organizations have powerful incentives to accept costs on their constituents in order to provide public goods to their members, even without external sanctions. Outside of international relations, the most important literature on the explanatory power of encompassing institutions relates to the political organization of labor (Olson 1982: 90-91), where the encompassing group concept provided microfoundations for the study of corporatist organizations. Where labor market institutions such as union federations are both inclusive and authoritative, it is widely accepted that they have incentives to ‘self-regulate’ their behavior and impose costs on their constituents in ways – such as preventing strikes in certain sectors – that frequently both provide public goods for their constituents as a whole and provide benefits to others, such as employers and consumers (Garrett and Lange 1985: 795; also, e.g. Schmitter 1981; Calmfors and Driffill 1988; for an emphasis on business organization, see Swenson 2002; for a recent survey, see Driffill 2006). The degree to which labor organization is encompassing is widely accepted as an important essential explanatory variable in comparative political economy, because of the incentives encompassing organization provides for labor self-restraint in the interests of public goods. The microfoundational logic of labor market public goods and encompassing groups developed in the literature on labor organization can be applied equally to open international markets and states with encompassing forms of domestic political representation. The ‘conditions for union wage constraint’ also describe ‘conditions for state restraint of protectionist interests’ or ‘conditions for state restraint of interests with incentives to violate regime obligations’ (cf. Crouch 1985). Where states’ internal political authorities with power over trade policy-making are characterized by authoritative, large constituency forms of political institutions – encompassing domestic political institutions – they
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would similarly have both the capacity and incentives to ‘self-regulate’ and impose costs on particular constituents to support the provision of public goods for their constituents as a whole. Indeed, the neglect of the encompassing group concept in international politics scholarship is relatively hard to explain, since so many rationalist approaches to international collective action problems are derived from the incentives provided for states by the disproportionate power of small organized groups, and the incentives for encompassing groups are inseparably part of the same theory of collective action as the incentives for narrow interest groups (as emphasized in Olson 1986) The domestic public goods relating to open international markets that encompassing domestic political institutions have incentives to provide include both aggregate welfare and collective benefits from organized international markets. A state with encompassing domestic political institutions has unilateral incentives to adopt policies to maximize aggregate consumption, which adoption of restrictions on trade would damage, even in the absence of any interstate exclusion which might be adopted by trading partners in retaliation. Taking into account the behavior of other states, however, a state with encompassing domestic political institutions has incentives to provide its constituents as a whole with the collective good of avoiding the damage to trading opportunities enjoyed by the wider group of constituents associated with the practice of exclusion from foreign markets by reputation costs or by ex post trade sanctions applied in retaliation by other states. In this case, the costs of protectionism are therefore not only a diffuse cost to economic efficiency, but also a more tangible cost on firms and individuals benefiting from the open international market, both a narrow economic cost on firms whose trading opportunities are in fact curtailed, and a significant wider cost on other firms whose trading opportunities are put at risk of exclusion. In this latter case, the point at which ex post exclusion might be applied serves as a firm constraint on state action since it threatens to impose costs on any of a large number of organized interests who participate in coordinated national decision-making. This constraint would explain why a state might avoid policies that would incite the operation of mechanisms of exclusion in international trade while still adopting inefficient policies in other issue-areas where such an external constraint does
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not operate. Unlike the unilateral scenario, the potential availability of a mechanism of exclusion is required. Nevertheless the distinctive feature of this argument is that open international markets can be organized in this way without any actual practice of exclusion, by substituting for ex post mechanisms of exclusion. The ex ante contracting with the possibility of exclusion – which creates reliable expectations about retaliation – combines with incentives derived from the encompassing forms of internal political organization to remove the need for the operation of ex post specific reciprocity. The application of the ‘encompassing group’ concept to the maintenance of open international markets builds on several scholarly literatures. There is of course a considerable literature connecting international economic policies to domestic political institutions (e.g. Ruggie 1982; Katzenstein 1985; Brawley 1994; Alt and Gilligan 1994; Milner and Kubota 2005). There is a particularly relevant literature claiming that delegation of trade policy decision-making and agenda-rights from the smallconstituency orientated US Congress to the large-constituency orientated – with incentives to internalize more externalities – President, ‘dramatically increased the political durability of low tariffs’ (Bailey et al. 1997: 310; Similarly, Destler 1986; Haggard 1988; Lohmann and O'Halloran 1994; Schnietz 2003; cf. Olson 1982: 51-52 on incentives by constituency size in US politics; in a non-US context, Rogowski 1987). This paper also builds on recent contributions which have used variation in domestic interest politics or domestic political institutions to explain variation in state willingness to accept costs, while remaining within the Prisoners’ Dilemma approach to international politics (e.g. Dai 2005; MacGillivray and Smith 2006; Johns and Rosendorff 2009; Rickard Forthcoming). In a similar way, the democratic peace literature has emphasized that variation in politically influential constituency-size can explain differences in the propensity for war, including, more recently, how variation in the size of the political selectorate provides incentives for decision-makers to provide different mixes of public and private goods (e.g. Kant 2003 [1795]; Doyle 1986; Bueno de Mesquita et al. 1999). The argument presented here also has conceptual similarities with ‘joint product’ models of political outcomes (Broz 1999). At the most abstract level, the ‘state-society’ approach to international relations (sometimes referred to as ‘liberal’) emphasizes that domestic state and social organization
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determines the scope of international collective action problems (Moravcsik 1997). This paper builds on these approaches to understanding political institutions, constituency-size, trade policy, and international relations more generally to argue that cohesive and large constituency forms of internal political organization within states support the provision of open international markets as a substitute for or complement to the mechanisms for international organization advocated in the existing literature, hegemonic stability or specific reciprocity. While the existing literature in comparative political economy has tended to focus on at-the-margin effects on unilateral state behavior, such as trade openness, the impact that these sort of variations can have on international organization, particularly international organization between states with encompassing domestic political institutions where the conclusions derived from Axelrod-Keohane approaches to international organization may no longer apply, have not fully been appreciated. These are discussed in the next section. Encompassing Domestic Political Institutions and International Organization The implications for international organization in costly issue-areas based on encompassing domestic political institutions can be most clearly seen by comparisons with trade cooperation based on the Axelrod-Keohane tit-for-tat specific reciprocity/ Prisoners’ Dilemma model. As noted above, the tit-for-tat specific reciprocity/ Prisoners’ Dilemma model contains several prominent limitations: cooperation must take place between a small number of states; the level of trade exchange is limited by the quantum of interstate retaliation available; small or poor states cannot effectively use specific reciprocity dispute settlement mechanisms in their relations with large or richer states; and the application of ex post trade sanctions characteristic of specific reciprocity dispute settlement arrangements itself damages the operation of open international markets. All of these limits have inspired much scholarly debate. None of these limits apply in the same way, however, to the relations between states with encompassing domestic political institutions. Compare the hypothetical dichotomous examples of zerotariff open international markets agreed between states with a diversity of economic interests, in one
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instance where small constituencies intermittently possess the political influence to create unilateral protectionist rules regardless of costs imposed on collective goods, with the alternative scenario comprised of a similar market composed of states whose internal political institutions can be characterized as encompassing. Assume in both cases that the market produces a stream of changes in relative prices which impose severe adjustment costs on narrow economic interests. In both cases, there are powerful incentives – aggregate welfare, avoiding trade sanctions, and reputation costs – to maintain an open international market. In the former scenario, however, demands for defection from politically influential narrow interests result in a stream of restrictions in trade opportunities, both protectionist and retaliatory, in the manner of the WTO regime, with all the associated market disruption. In the latter, even if the costs on narrow economic interests are the same, states with encompassing domestic political institutions would have incentives to prioritize the maintenance of the open international market and accept costs on constituents for that purpose, producing reliable trading opportunities that, despite the anarchy of international relations among sovereign states, would bear a considerable resemblance to the market prevailing across jurisdictions within a federal state. Indeed, in the latter case, states with encompassing domestic political institutions have incentives to produce this outcome even in the absence of an interstate agreement. This is a theoretically sound explanation for an international trading regime without the practice of tit-for-tat ex post mechanisms of exclusion, but its achievement is based on distinctive internal incentives on states to accept costs on narrow economic interests, rather than reorganizing the rules of international institutions. Where state incentives to defect are derived from powerful narrow interests, it is possible to expect much greater obedience by rational, egoist states to formal international organizations – international bureaucracies and tribunals – from the model of encompassing domestic political institutions than from specific reciprocity agreements between states where policy is intermittently set in response to powerful narrow interest groups. Using similar assumptions from which realist scholars derived uncooperative outcomes and from which Prisoners’ Dilemma approaches to international institutions derived more cooperative but still limited outcomes
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like the GATT, it is possible to expect much more demanding and reliable forms of cooperation under anarchy. Because states with encompassing domestic political institutions derive incentives not to disrupt the organization of open international market primarily from the self-interest of their constituents as a whole in avoiding rent-seeking policies sought by narrow interest groups, rather than primarily because of the response of other states, many of the other limits widely associated with titfor-tat specific reciprocity cooperation do not apply. There is, for example, no reason why cooperation among such states should deteriorate as the number of states cooperating rises, because it is not their contribution to the collective outcome at the international level which is motivating their cooperative behavior. Similarly, if the broad internal constituencies of large or rich states benefit from accepting costs on narrow interests as required by international organization supporting open international markets, then such large and powerful states will have incentives to comply with dispute settlement arrangements even if used by small or weaker states. If the benefits from defecting from an obligation owed to a poor or weak state falls solely to a particular narrow economic interest, while the wider range of constituents would face costs in welfare terms, or damage to the reliable organization of open international markets, for example from disrupting the effectiveness of international tribunals, the state with encompassing domestic institutions has incentives to prefer the cost on the narrow interest in order to benefit the broader constituency. Thus international cooperation between states with encompassing domestic political institutions can manage a greater degree of diversity in state size and power than international organization based on tit-for-tat specific reciprocity between states with powerful narrow interest groups. Furthermore, while the specific reciprocity model of cooperation suggests that ever increased retaliation is required to explain deeper cooperation in trade politics, this conclusion does not apply to the encompassing domestic political institutions model. In the latter case, states have incentives to submit to a continuous stream of international commitments that impose costs on a diversity of narrow organized interests – certainly ‘deep cooperation’ in trade policy – even in the presence of presence of
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merely disruptive exclusionary possibilities, rather than savage maximum or enduring punishments, so long as the benefits of policies that would incite such retaliatory exclusion would only go to narrow groups and the wider group of constituents has incentives to avoid disruption of the international market. In addition to the support of open international markets in the absence of mechanisms of exclusion, the behavior of states whose internal political organization is encompassing can offer one further surprise for international relations scholarship. Much IR scholarship correctly observes that the effectiveness of international treaties, including agreements to establish open international markets, is derivative of whether states, at the time they are called up to fulfill a treaty obligation, have forwardlooking self-interested incentives to comply. States with encompassing forms of internal political organization, however, do not derive their preferences directly from small groups, but reflect the interest of large constituencies in the provision of the collective goods of the maximization of consumption and in the availability of reliable international markets without the costs associated with the practice of exclusion. While existing mechanisms to support compliance with treaties supporting open international markets provide powerful reasons to expect that treaties will be under-complied with, states characterized by encompassing forms of internal political organization have incentives to over-comply with international treaties which support open international markets. If, for example, a state’s trade policy is directly constrained by the political influence of small import-competing organized groups with incentives to impose almost unlimited costs on wider society in order to avoid adjustment costs, there will be limits on state observance of trade treaty obligations, as there will be a definite point at which the state prefers to accept exclusion rather than comply. Political developments with economic consequences, such as reinterpretations of treaty commitments by institutions addressing ‘incomplete contracts’, may therefore result in treaty violations (e.g. Milgrom and Roberts 1992: 129-140).6 States will even disrupt treaty regimes managing wide-ranging
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concerns to avoid complying with clearly accepted commitments where particular provisions would impose costs on powerful narrow groups (as when tariffs benefitting at most a few hundred thousand steel workers disrupted world trade in the Bush administration: Devereaux et al. 2006: 193-235). If, however, the trade policy of a state is influenced by encompassing domestic political institutions, then the state has incentives to accept greater streams of costly adjustments on narrow economic interests than a treaty originally provided for, in order to prevent the operation of exclusion from damaging the collective good of the organization of reliable international markets for its constituents as a whole. Under these circumstances, state decision-makers have forward-looking, egoist incentives to accept costly reinterpretations of treaty commitments, even those which are patently beyond original agreements. This is a rather startling result from the perspective of many rationalist approaches to international relations scholarship, which frequently emphasize the fragility of treaty agreements, although of course it shares a common logic with many arguments for the impact of international treaty regimes, that the ineffectiveness, effectiveness, or even over-effectiveness of treaty obligations is driven by rational, egoist decision-making of states in anarchy. This explanation for state over-compliance with treaty obligations or international tribunals possesses rationalist microfoundations and does not place any reliance on the legitimacy of international law, ‘logics of appropriateness’, or other identity- or knowledge-based mechanisms, nor for that matter on mechanisms of altruism or reciprocity (e.g. March and Olsen 1989; Franck 1990; Burley [Slaughter] and Mattli 1993). This discussion suggests some of the reasons why ambitious forms of international organization can be explained by encompassing domestic political institutions, but it is important to be clear that encompassing domestic political institutions are far from a solution to all international public goods problems. While very many international political problems of open international markets are derived from the disproportionate political influence of small organized groups, there are of course a



the beef hormone case (see above footnote 5) may be a case in point.
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variety of circumstances where states as a whole, or encompassing groups within them, may have protectionist incentives. For example, ‘large’ countries have to maximize consumption through an optimal tariff (Conybeare 1984; Gowa 1989). In addition, there may be circumstances where it could be claimed that national constituents as a whole might benefit from trade protection, for example in the protection of ‘infant industries’ or in organizing an export monopoly where a state’s firms are the sole international suppliers of a particular commodity. Even where states constituents as a whole might benefit from free trade, the argument for international organization between states with encompassing domestic political institutions would not be reliable in circumstances where domestic trade politics is driven by conflict between broad classes rather than between diverse narrow economic groups (e.g. Rogowski 1989; Hiscox 2002). The same result might apply where a large group can be formed by the accumulation of narrow groups suffering costs from open international markets – a sufficiently large Salon des Refusés – although exposure to open markets can weaken previously opposed narrow interests if employment and profits decline. Furthermore, this paper has dealt only with the issue-area of international trade, and international collective action problems may sometimes constitute a true inter-state Prisoners’ Dilemma which cannot be addressed though changing domestic incentive structures. Finally, international cooperation can of course exist in the absence of encompassing domestic political institutions under a variety of other incentives, as the literature makes clear. The most important limit on international cooperation through encompassing domestic political institutions, however, may not be the international collective action problems that encompassing domestic political institutions cannot potentially address but the internal political difficulties associated with reliably accepting costs on narrow economic interests in return for domestic public goods. Where this can be assured, some important international collective action problems are much reduced, but the normal state of affairs is without doubt that states have regular incentives to respond to demands of narrow economic interests regardless of the costs in terms of domestic or international public goods. This paper’s contribution is theoretical, applying the collective action theory concept of the
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encompassing group to an international organization scholarship driven overwhelming by an assumption that state incentives are derived from narrow economic interests. It may however be useful to offer a few proposals towards measuring the level of ‘encompassingness’ in practice. There is a very useful debate in the corporatist scholarship on how best to characterize both inclusiveness and centralization of authority in trade union and employer federations (e.g. Schmitter 1981; Cameron 1984; Golden et al. 1999; Kenworthy 2003). Even more directly relevant, much comparative politics scholarship has addressed the question of whether the combination of inclusiveness and centralization of authority in the overall political structure of democracies – which of course vary widely on these variables – can contribute towards the orientation of policy outcomes towards public goods rather than narrow interests.7 Indeed debate about the consequences of authoritativeness and inclusion in national political institutions is one of the oldest debates in political science (See Gerring and Thacker 2008 for a thorough review). Of course any literature with such broad findings remains the subject of much controversy, but three domestic institutional arrangements are, among democracies, widely associated with both inclusiveness and authority to make policy across issues: parliamentary rather than separation-ofpowers legislative arrangements, because separation-of-powers systems offer more opportunities for powerful narrow interests to influence issue-specific policy outcomes than cohesive cabinet government which foster party strength (e.g. Bagehot 1966 [1867]; Cox 1987. Much scholarship on the influence of the US Congress on trade politics could also be included here); unitary rather than federal state structures, because federal structures tend to provide incentives for fragmented policy making/outcomes and guarantee power to minorities regardless of aggregate interests (e.g. Pressman
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relates to certain issue areas, that undemocratic states may also possess encompassing institutions in relation to certain interests, and that civil society interests can be organized into encompassing organizations.
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and Wildavsky 1973; Wibbels 2000); and proportional representation electoral systems, particularly closed-list PR systems, rather than (particularly) first-past-the-post plurality election systems, because the latter tend in practice to privilege localist tendencies generally and a relatively small group of constituencies and their interests in particular (e.g. Mill 1993 [1865]; Heitshusen et al. 2005). Of course, the scholarship on policy outputs associated with domestic political institutions which are both authoritative and inclusive focuses largely on domestic policy outcomes rather than the international organization which such states have incentives to support.8 Nevertheless, such scholarship provides a good place to start work on testing the relationship between encompassing domestic political institutions and ambitious forms of international organization which operate without interstate exclusion mechanisms such as ex post WTO-style trade sanctions. It is important to note that even in the case where authoritative national political institutions provide incentives for public goods production by imposing costs on domestic organized interests, such a policy would impose great strain on the relationship between national decision-makers and narrowinterest constituents, which would be obliged to pursue their interests under powerful constraints. Even where compliance with a stream of costly international obligations by such is routine and reliable looked at only from the international perspective, the relationship between decision-makers and their varied constituents may be as tense and difficult as the relationship between leaders and workers in authoritative trade union federations which hold down workers’ wages across a variety of firms and sectors to achieve full employment and low inflation in difficult times. In comparative terms, one of the advantages of international cooperation based on WTO-style tit-for-tat specific reciprocity is that it places less strain on the relationship between state decision-makers and constituents, and that it may
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A great deal of trade policy, including the creation of both tariff and non-tariff barriers, is



made by specialized ministries and agencies, rather than the national political institutions whose features are measured by these variables. However, the national political structure provides powerful incentives for the behavior of subordinate political institutions.
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therefore allow cooperation between states with a wide variety of domestic political structures. To be sure, there is much more to the organization of open international markets than the mechanisms that underlie the solution to free-riding demanded by narrow interests. Other important factors, relevant to the operation of many or all the mechanisms discussed here, include: the provision of reliable information about state behavior, perhaps through monitoring by international bureaucracies or international tribunals, and wider issues of the design of international institutions (e.g. Keohane 1984; Koremenos et al. 2001; Dai 2002); the role of legalization of international politics (e.g. Goldstein et al. 2001); the relationship of the bargaining and enforcement phases of international agreements (e.g. Fearon 1998); the relationship of trade and domestic compensation systems (e.g. Cameron 1978; Katzenstein 1985; Rodrik 1997); and the compatibility of the organization of open international markets with shifts in the distribution of relative power (e.g. Stein 1984; Grieco 1988; Mearsheimer 1994/1995). Much of the current scholarship on these topics rests, implicitly or explicitly, on hegemonic stability or specific reciprocity mechanisms (as well as coordination incentives), but these topics can equally address the situation of states whose domestic institutions are encompassing enough to address domestic collective action problems of trade liberalization without the application of tit-fortat or hegemonic exclusion. Encompassing group incentives for state behavior may also be relevant to important theoretical discussions in international law. General public international law allows and authorizes the state use of a wide variety of countermeasures against states responsible for an internationally wrongful act. However, a decision of the International Court of Justice in relation to the regime on diplomatic representation and associated immunities suggested that, where it was alleged that wrongful acts had been committed by the diplomatic representatives of other states, no resort could be had to any of the remedies provided for by general international law – i.e. countermeasures at the choice of the injured state – and that the sole remedy available to the hosting state was to notify the diplomat’s home state that they were persona non grata and requiring their recall. As the ICJ stated, Diplomatic law by itself provides the necessary means of defence against, and sanction for, illicit
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activities by members of diplomatic or consular missions. … [T]he rules of diplomatic law, in short, constitute a self-contained regime which, on the one hand, lays down the receiving State’s obligations regarding the facilities, privileges and immunities to be accorded to diplomatic missions and, on the other, foresees their possible abuse by members of the mission and specifies the means at the disposal of the receiving State to counter any such abuse. These means are by their nature, entirely efficacious. 9 Prompted by this decision, international legal scholars have debated the possibility of ‘selfcontained regimes’ in international law, where states would accept international obligations derived from treaties but where the application of international law’s normal mechanisms at the disposal of an injured party – countermeasures in one form or another – is more or less totally excluded (Simma 1985; Simma and Pulkowski 2006; Lindroos and Mehling 2006). That discussion has extended to a wide variety of different regimes, with a particular emphasis on human rights treaties, where obligations are rarely under threat of enforcement by ex post interstate action or withdrawals of reciprocal behavior (e.g. Simma 1985: 129-134). The possibility of self-contained regimes also has important implications for the possibility of effective subsystems in international law and the potential for fragmentation of international law in these subsystems. While frequently referring to the international relations scholarship on regime theory, these legal discussions have been unable to anchor their discussion of the possibility of a self-contained regime in any simple political model of interstate interaction, given that the dominant model available, Alexrod-Keohane’s specific reciprocity model, makes interstate countermeasures central to its explanation of international organization and is therefore ill-suited to explaining a ‘self-contained regime’. International organization between states with encompassing domestic political institutions could however explain just such a ‘self-contained’ result and this model of international political interaction in costly issue-areas without the use of interstate countermeasures may therefore contribute to the continuing discussion about the possibility of self-contained regimes in international law. Encompassing Domestic Political Institutions and International Public Goods Solutions Much of the existing literature on international organization of open international markets 9
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relies on interstate exclusionary mechanisms through tit-for-tat specific reciprocity or hegemonic stability. However, because state behavior in these cases is frequently derived from the domestic political power of narrow economic groups, a third solution to many international collective action problems can be found from domestic political institutions which are encompassing, that is, which are inclusive and authoritative across issue-areas, with incentives to accept costs on particular constituents to provide public goods to their constituents as a whole. Under such circumstances ambitious international organization is possible without interstate exclusion, a result which has significant implications for the possibilities for the production of international public goods, the influence of formal international organizations on state policy, and the possibilities for international governance at the regional or global level. International organization between states with encompassing domestic political institutions can escape many of the limitations on incentives for cooperation in costly issueareas associated with the hegemonic stability and specific reciprocity models, while of course containing limitations of its own. This paper does not disagree with the widespread assumption that state behavior is often driven by the best organized narrow interest group in a particular issue-area, regardless of the costs to wider domestic or international interests, and in many circumstances therefore the discussion presented here describes outcomes which cannot be realized given states’ domestic incentives. Nevertheless, states vary in their response to such interests and an understanding of the possibilities of ambitious international organization is not possible without considering states that are reliably capable of restraining such interests for wider domestic public goods. In this respect, discussing international organization with a focus on narrow interest group incentives without discussion of encompassing group incentives has been like discussion of labor market politics without discussion of authoritative and inclusive corporatist institutions. As this paper has shown, even under restrictive assumptions and conditions – rational, egoist states, co-existing in international anarchy, whose constituents include a range of rational, egoist interest groups, facing a stream of costly adjustments from changes in relative prices, without any
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independent causal significance attributed to dispute resolution mechanisms beyond the provision of information, without a hegemon (or any ‘beneficial’ size inequalities among the participating units) or any tit-for-tat sanctioning – a reliable open international market can be maintained between states with encompassing domestic political institutions. By continuing to maintain restrictive criteria for appropriate explanations for international cooperation in costly issue-areas, but looking beyond specific reciprocity and hegemonic stability to the wider literature on collective action, progress will continue to be made in the scholarship on international organization and international public goods.
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